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Baby Blue 
by Jessica Page 

There is a chill of Baby through the corridor. It comes cold and sweet, like the taste 
of peppermint toothpaste that hangs around her mouth as she stands in front of the 
bathroom mirror. Her wrinkled nose tugs at that top lip, showing gums as she 
sweeps them over. I like looking at this old reflection. It’s a face I first saw through 
the blur of a campfire, through the shadows on tent curtains and later across a 
coffee table in Byron Bay. Now, the flare of her nostrils in the mirror pulls me from 
tender circles to harsh edges. She chucks the toothbrush across the bench. She 
doesn’t turn around. Eyes return a rough glare to my mirrored self. Under the light, 
I can see the bump around her middle. I often forget the space it takes up when, by 
habit, I turn over to hold her in the morning. It grows awkwardly around her 
abdomen, rather than a simple outwards protrusion from her belly, as if it is also 
unsure of its place in this home and is embarrassed by its intrusion. Her face turns 
where I look. The mirror swims with resignation. 

‘Dan, stop staring at me like that.’ 
The night settles in a dusty blue across the bedroom, the only one we’ve shared 

in the five years since I saw one face and one name through the campfire: Baby.  
Even now, Baby falls asleep fast. Her still face brings a bitter lump to the top of 

my throat. Jealousy does not do well for a good night’s sleep, I’ve found.  
Shadows swim across the wrinkled covers and settle in the gorge between us. We 

are mountains under filtered light. There is one distinct pattern among a pool of 
dancing blue: the shadow of the one who didn’t stay. He looks at me with a dumb, 
absent smirk, as he twiddles his guitar in a half-empty bar in Mexico. Each thrum is 
quiet, then quieter still. It is here between us, then by the window, until he’s gone 
with just the gentle stroke of a low note mixing with the buzz of cicadas. 
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Here is the shadow of first love, crowded by the solid shadow of Baby across the 
bed. A new mountain peak emerges from her earth, pulling the past between us 
under its magnitudinous force. 
 


